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PRODUCTIONOF GALLIUM ATOMS BY EXCIMERLASER PHOTGLYSIS
OF TFi’METHYL GALLIUM

by

Steven L. Baughc~m, Richard C. Oldenborg, Kenneth R. kJinn,
and Dcuglas L. Iluf

Chemistry Div~sion
Los Alamos National Laboratory

LOS AISMOS, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

The ~as phase kinetics of group 111 elements such as gallium are impor:tin:

in possible chemically driven energy transfer lasers and in chemical vapc,r

deposition prucessus in the electronics industry. Excimer laser photodl3socla-

tion of volatile galiium compounds vla multiple photon process provides, irl

principle, a convenl:nt room temperature source of gallium atoms for sLudy

using lww phutolysls-las(r induced fluoruscunce techniques. in Lhis piip~l I

W(I rQ~JC)rt prclimln;lry rcGults o!’ th[’ MUltiple phol.orl diuuociatlon of trim~?ttij.

g:l.ilium at :jj run. Prompt cmlssiof) from i. numbuf’ o!’ excited g~lllum sL:~L~’:’

2[), and 4 “p) han bccrl obser~cd.(!, J:; , 4 21), 6 ‘L;, 6 21’0, !) Tht! time hlst(..-
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pulse. Possible mechanisms ?or this (i. e., radical reactions to produce

gallium, e~ergy transfer ca3cading from high lying meta9table states, ionic

proce3ses, etc.) are 3eing investigated. These results indicate that the

photodissoclation of trimethyl gallium at 193 run is canplex. Photolysis sLud-

ies at other wavelengths and with other precursors are in progress to find a

cleaner source of gas phase atomic gallium for kinetic studies.

INTRODUCTICN

T.% overall objective of this research 1s to stady the reaction and erle:’~y

tran9fer kinetics of gas phase atomic gallium. Data on these processes are

necessary to assess a potential chemical laser system based on chemical rPac-

tion followed by energy transfer to gallium atoms or which can lase on the

52S-Q2P0~iz transition a: 417.2 nm. The group Ill elements, uhlch include gdl-

liurri, indlum, and thallium, are particularly interesting as possible energy

2Po state is split into two spiri-transfer laser candidates. Since the lowest

2 0 } Statv,orbit components, the ground state (2P~/2) and the metastable ( F3/2,

three level laser schemes are possible with lasillg to the higher energy 2P~,2

state. For galiillm, these states are 826 cm-’ apart.8 Thifi 1s a large

enough energy spacing so that there Is little thermal population in the

metastable state, making it an attrartivr lower’ level for u laser, Th(” r[.la-

tlvcly small energy spacing, however, meano that m~tast:iLlc g:IJlium CLIIIplIIJIJ,I-

bly ttf? relaxed fairly efficiently via electrurljc’ to vibrational enurgy tra!,:;f”f:t’

by CO111S1OW Wi~h polyfltomic’ GaGL!G. lf SC, l,hl:I ti~;blrl WuUld maku this iltl

aLLracLivl. luw{:r lcvL1 ~or d laser by minimizing ptublan:~ with but,tltvlcckl:l~:, ;I

lwlldup W populaLluII in Lhc* lc)wcv’ lau~’r lev(!l,
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The reaction and energy transfer kirletics of 6as phase gallium atoms arid

gas phase rea cells Containing gall~um may alSO play an imPOrtant rOle in the

deposition of gallium in chemical vapor deposition production of GUS semi-

conductor devices. The preparation of a variety of group III-IV compound ser.i-

conductors by chemical vapor deposition of organometallic compounds has beer

demonstrated. 2 In particular, high purity GaAs has been prepared by such tech-

niques using tr’.methyl gallium. 3 Depdsltion of gallium metal on quanta sub-

strates t-,as beer, demristratcd by phatclysis of trinethyl gallium at. ?5? nn.

using a cw frequer,cy doubled argon ion laser. 4 Ultraviolet laser photolysis of

other organometallics has also beer, demonstrated as a medns of pruduclng a

number of different metal films with sub!nicrorneter dimensions. 5-7 Because

metallic gallium has very little vapor pressure except at extremely high tem-

peratures, studies of atomic gas pl~ase gallium generally involve disscciatio:]

of some fairly volatile gallium com:mund, such as trimethyl gailium or th’:’

gallium trihalid(!s. Trimethyl gallium has considerable vapor pressure at rcom

temperature and thus, is in principle, a part+.cularly good source of gallium

for kinetic studies. This is the compound generally used in the electronics

industry for gallium dcpositiorl. The ultraviolet spectrum of trimethyl gd:lium

hafi beurl Ineasur[lds and thr compound absor’bu stron~ly at 193 nm, the wav~.lcr;~:t-l

of arl ArF cxcimer’ laser’. Tt]u~l phoLolysis of trimethyl gallium would a;I;IJr l’.

bc i] ~xlrt,icul:il’ly gu(.(i w~,y to pruc:III:(I EJ1llUM for’ sLudy by Lht! laser

pt]?tolys!ti-LIP Lcchrllqul...

AILh(~ugtl li]:b~~- pll~~tuly~i~ c!’ ~11’w ol’g~ltlum(’t,:llllc c!umpounds and t)),. it’

(:c)r’r’t’u;)oliil::l~; m(.,t:ll h~lldf’:; l~;lv~’b(’ttlGi.udl(’d in somv di?tail, relatively liLtl~

tl; l:l twfl!,ll dl.lrlf h’j ~~1 Llll’ p)l~j~.’)(’lll’mj:l~.l’Y [1!’ gdllium wntjalnlng compc]urlds. La:; : !1}
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has been demonstrated in atomic gallium fOll Oiding photolysis of gallium tri -

iodide vapor .9-1’ AS

ethyl gallium has been

potential applications

discussed abave, ultraviolet laser photolysis of trir.-

used to deposit galiium metals onto surfaces for

in the electronics industry. Recent experiments ti;vt

detected atomic gallium by multiple pho:.n ionization following photo-

dissociation of trimethyl gallium using a visible laser tuned to atomic galliu~.

resonances. 12-13

In the ultraviolet, uht=r~ thp abscrpti~z

tinuum, dissociation to proauce gallium atoms

direct dissociation of trimethyl gallium following absorptio~ of one or more

photons, such as

G~(CHJ3 —> Ga + 3 CH3

or thrc~gh a sequezt.lai dlssociaLion process, such as:

Ga(CH5)3 ‘? Ga!CHj)2 + CH3

Ga(CH3)2 —-> Ga(CHq) + CH3

Ga(CHj) —> Ga + Cti
3

or

Ga(C}Ij)3 —> Gi]{Cli )
3

+ 2’ Ctl.
3

(3[1’

tia(CH:j) —> [;:I ~ CA.
J

(::,1

Ttlt, IUC!;II1~alljum-c;jrtmfl hOIIL!erlc:rglefi in trlmuthyi galli’xn have been me:!$-

16 Frm a pyrolys~:jur,?d,l’l-l~’ wi!}l ~1l,~t:~>mll,l,lldl:.lvi+lu,- or 5’/,5 k~til mole.

study :Jf” tr’111,[’[t]~l I$dlllUIIIf ,Jil~’ko aIId PrIIcL’
1 “r

!I;lVII ~uggested t,hc followln~:

(1)
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‘a(cH3)3 ‘> ‘a(cH3)2 + CH3 LH - 59.5 kcal/mole (4)

‘a(cH3)2
—> Ga(CH )

3
+ CH

3
AH = 35.4 kcal/mole (q)

Ga(CHj) —> Ga + CH
3

AH- 77.5 kcal/mole (6)

Based OR these thermodynamic measurements, photccissociation of trimethyl gal-

lium at 193 m to produce gallium atoms n.dst occur via at leasL a two phfjton

process. The electronic spectra of the mono!ne:hyl gallium and diniethyl ~alliu~

radicals are unknown, and the excited electronic states are presumably dis-

sociative. With the data available, it is not possible to rule out any of the

multiple photon dissociation processes outlined in Sequences 1-3. At high

laser fluences, other photofragments may alsa be produced via higher order

processes.

In this paper, we present preliminary results on the production of atomir

gallium in both the ground (2P~,2) state and in excited electronic states by

photodissoc~ation of trimethyl gallium at 193 nm. The lmpilcations of thcs~:

results on the use of this source f’or gas ptlase energy transfer and reactio:;

kinetic studies “./ill b? discussed.
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is tuned to the resonant wavelength or an atomic transition and then fluores-

cence from the resulting excited gallium atom is detected. By scanning the

tine delay between the photolysis laser and the probe laser, the lifetime c?

tlk gallium state is measured.

The optical arrangement of the experiment is shown in F~gure 1. Tne pk,o-

tolysis laser is a Lambda Physik EMG-102 rare gas halide excimer laser operat-

ing OR ArF at 193 nm; with unstable resonator optics. Ground state atomic

gallium (2P~/2) is probeG by laser induced fluorescence (LIF) by exciting :he

2S-2P~/, transition at 4CI~..~ nm and mc~~~o~j~g the fluorccccnc? frmm the.-

2s-2po 3,2 transition at 417.2 nm. The population of the gallium metastable

2po
3/2 ‘tate is monitored similarly by exciting at 417.2 nm and monitoring the

40j.3 nm fluorescence. The probe laser wavelengths are generated using a

~uants Ray Nd:YAG pumped dye laser with suitable nonlinear mixing crystals. The

403,3 nm light 1S obtained by pw,ping the dye DCMwith the doubles outpu: of

the Nd:YAG laser and then mixing the dye laser output with the 1.06 urn output

of the Nd:YAG lase?’. The 417.2 nm light is generated by pumping Stilbene 420

dye with the third harmonic of the Nd:YAG laser. The time historjes of the

Ga(2P~/2) and G:I(2P~,2) states arc measured by scanning the time deiay betweer,

the photolysis laser and the probe laser while monitoring the fluorescence. T~l~

las~rs arc aligned collinearly t,t]~)ougll the flow cull using suitable SUprasil 2

lcnsc’s and a dichroic mirror. For studies of the el’feet of emission lntensiLY

w~~)l laser f~ucr)ce, a fr~ctlorl o!’ the excimer laser beam is sampled usln~ a

quartz f’lat and the la::er energy mc;i~ut’cd using a Laser Precision Model RJ-7i(~’

r’t)(’r’gy m(.tcri inter!’ac(:l! to ttlc cum;,utpl’. Thu las~?r erl(!r~y could be system;iLi-”

Ciilly V,irll’d by atl.r’rluatl~~ll USlllg (IUJ~LL f]iILs.
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The fluorescence is imaged through a 0.25 m monochromator equipped wizh

variable slits or through a dielectric filter onto the element of an RCA 31L;~

photomtiltiplier tube. The photomultiplier signal is amplified and sent t,c

either a Tektronix R791Z transient digiLizer or to PAR Model 162 boxcar sigr,ai

averager. The processed signal is then recoraed on a Nova 3 computer and

transferred 4:0 a larger computer for analysis. For studies of gallium stat~~

Producer ronically excited in the multiple photon dissociation, the sig-

nals are processed using the transient digitizer to measure their lifetimes.

The trans~e~~ di~itizcr is alsu used fur fluence sLuaies in which the inte-

grated intensity from a given electronic state is measured as a function cf Lhe

fluence (energy/cm2) of the photolysis laser. The boxcar averager is use? in
.

the LIF experiments of the wound state (<P712) and metastable (2p~/2) ga:li’w

Lime profiles by integrating the LIF signal as the time delay between the ph@-

tolysis laser (which produces the gallium atoms) and the probe laser is

scanned.

A schematic of the vacuum system is shown in Figure 2. Gases are siokly

flowed (-0.1 slm) to avoid a buildup of photolysis products. The flows of a

precursor mixture and buffer gas are measured and controlled using Tylan m.ss

flow controllers. Argon is generally used as a buffer gas to minimize diffu-

sion efiects and to translationally equilibrate the photofragments. The

precursor, trimethyl gallium, is generally flowed from a 1$ mixture in argcr..

Flows are chosen so that the viewing region will be completely swept OUL bC-

tween J lser shots. Pressures are measured wiLh a MKS capacitance manomc:w.

The windows where the laser beams enter and exit arc purged using a buffer :as

to minimiz~~ w~ndow deterioral,iotl by buildup of gallium on the windows from LhcI

phoLolysls. Typical conditions for these experiments are appruximatcly 2’0 turf’
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of argon and 1 mtorr of trimethyl gallium. Under these conditions, the cDrIccm

trations of trimethyl gallium and the resulting gallium atoms are low to mi:li-

mize complications due to rac?ical-radjcal processes or product buildup an~ to

minimize problems with radiation trapping of the fluorescence. .

The trimethyl gallium is electronic grade (99.95955) purity and was ob-

tained commercially. One percent precursor mixtures of trimethyl Ealli’um ~~~~”

argon are prepared in an all weidec Teficn- lined s~einisss steel cylinaer t;

avoid decomposition or eXCharlg~ problems. The argon used is research grad~

(99.995:).

RESULTS

Initial experimerlts mofiiLorecl tnu production Gf Ga(2S) prOduCed directly

in the photolysis of trimethyl

417.2 nm from the 5 2s-4 Zpo ~
1/c

observed. The signal strength

fluence ig shown in Figure 3.

second order dependence of Lhe

gallium at 193 m. Emission at 403.3 and

ana 5 Zs-a2P;;Z transitions, respectively, RX

of this emission as a function of excimer las~:”

An analysis of this da;k inaicates an appare~.t

signal on laser ensrgy, indicating at least. a

two

and

photon process for the production of’ Ga(5 2S).

Laser induced llu’~rescence experiments to detect ground state Ga(4 ~pf’,~;

measure its lifetim~ were then begun. Th~ temporal behavior Of the grc”wd

state gallium for a typjcal set of conc!lLions is shown in Figur6: 4, for a mix-

Lure of arg~w] and approximat.cly 1 mtorr of trimethyl gallium. Th~ vet,y fa:~

rise from zero corresponds tu direct production o!’ ground state gallium lrI t!”.!

photolysis of trimethyl gallium aIld includes contributions from excited sLaLI:~

thaL rapidly r~dia~~ down tcj t]lc ErOiAlld State. A Slowcl’ rise, is noteii in ttl~

signal foilowcd by a much slower al:d~y, presum~51y fr~ diffusion ~]ld perh:~},s
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reaction with the precursor. Initially, the slow rise in the signal was

thought to arise fr~ electronic relaxation by collisions with argon of the

rnetastable 2P~12 state produced In the ph~tclysis. The lifetime of,’the 2P~,Z

state under the same conditions was then measured using LIF. The result is

shown in Figure 5. The slow decay of Lhe metastable state does not correlate

with the slow rise in the ground state populatio~ indicating that the grotir,c!

state rise is not due to simple collision quenching of the P;,2 d=tate Pr9c-

ess but that other more canplicated processes are involved. Perhaps other

metastable states are involved in the energy transfer to the ground s~zze.

Tc investigate this further, an emission spectrum was taken of the excitec

photofragments produced in Lhe dissociation. Numerous lines wsre observeti as

shown In Figure 6. Assignments of the spectrum reveal that the bands near

31L nm, 390 nm, and 430 nm arise frmn emission fran electronically excited i%

radicd proc’uced in the photodissociatio~, corresponding to the C-X, B-X, an<

A-X transitions, respectively. 18 The rer?idining lines can be assigneti to emis-

sion frcm electronically excited gallium atoms produced ill the photodissacia-

tion. The energy level diagram for atomic gallium is shcwn in Figure 7. Thti

states frcm which emission has been observed are labeled and the transitions

observ ~ in this experiment are shown. It is interesting to note ttia: not only

are dipoie allowed transitions observed but also the spin forbidde:” trarlsitlan

fran the 4 4P state. Preliminary st:di~s of the dependence of the excited

state popuia;ions on rhotolysis laser fluence indicate that the prompt eniissi~n

arises from a process requiring 2-3 photons with che higher gallium energy

levels having higher dependence on laser fluence. Experiments are in progre=s

to quantify Lhesc results.
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The temporal behavior of each of the excited gallium electronic states car:

be characterized by two ccmpo~ents. A fast canponent corresponding to the

initial production of the excited state bJ the multiple photon dissociaticr. of

trimethyl gallium. This ccnnponefit has a lifetime characteristic of the ~xci:<~

state. For the dipole allowed transitions, these lifetimes are apprcxi~.i”.~.. j’

19 for the dipole alloritjthe radiative lifetimes which are shor:, 6-290 ns,

transitions ana

state, which is

somewhat longer

collisions wi:h

quecching is not important ufider these conditions. For :i,e *F

coupled to the grGUnd state via a spirl-forbicccr. transition, a

lifetime is observed arid the effects of electronic quenct.inE k.’;

argon may be significant. The second c~ponent @f the sig:,>.s

is a much longer slow rise on the oraer of lC PS followed by a much long~r

decay on tne order of 100 JS. The process that produces excited gailium ti:ti~i~

at long times may well be Lrle same process ttiat gives rise to tkic ccmpicx L:r.:

behavior of the ground state galliu~;. Experiments are in progresz LC crl~~,;

this and to measure th~ dependence of both the prcmpt signals and Lnc lorl:..:’

component of the emission on trime:hj”l gallium pressur~ and photoiys]s last !

fluenceo

DISCLlsSi!)NS ANDC!JNCLL!SiUriS

Emission from, a n’umbet’ of eleutrunicaiiy excited sLates of’ ~~iiiu~, &ILOT

(5
i?~ , 4 2LJ, 6 2S, b ‘F”, 5 ‘b, and 4 4P) has been obsurved follo~ing mul:;:~,.

phcton dissociation of Lrimethyi galiium a: !93 nm. The dependence or t.ht

signd~~ or, lager flu~nc(. indlca!cs that thes. stat~s arc bejng produce: bj’

processes involving 2!-3 photons. This fluenuc diffe]’er]ce agrees with Lhe Ther-

modynamic calculations presented ~drli~r bu~ dues noL clari:y which of Lht)

three djssocitiLion sequences is occurrin~. Thu observed fluence depvncen~~’
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seems to increase with increasing energy levels of the gallium. Emission from

these states js also obse”ved at longer times apparently arising frcrn colli-

sional processes. Possible explanations include cascading frcm high lying

metastable states of gallium produced in the photodissociation, radical reac-

tions with trir ethyl gallium or other radicals, energy transfer from excitet

metastable phoLol”ragments, and ionic processes since the energy of a 193 ,T

photu:i is above the ionization limit of atomic gallium. A significant number

of gallium ions may be produced similarly. ~lnce tilis process used 2-3 pho-

tons, an enormous amount of energy is potentially available for excitation of

the photofragme]lts.

The time behaviors of the ground state (2P~,2) and of tile metastable

(2p~’2) state are complicated. T:lc ground state population shows a risetime

that car,not be explained by radiative cascading from the observed electroni-

cally excited states initially produced in th~ photodisscciation or from the

metastatde (2P$ji2) state, but may be due to cascading frcmr metastable st:tes

produced in the photalysis or from processes such as those described above to
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radiative lifetime of 538 * 5 ns. 20 FrOM the observed spectrum, by comparison

with the exciied gallium atcm emission, the production of CH(A) would appear to

be significant but not out of the major dissociative channels. Experiments

have not yeL been done to measure the amount of ground state CH radical pro-

duced.

These results indicate that trimcthyl gallium photodissociation at 193 nx

is complex.

achieved by

tc evaluate

Mechanistic considerations suggest that a cleaner source might be

using lon8er wavelengths or other precursors. work is in progres~

production of atomic gallium 3t these longer wavelengths, such as

246 nm, where ionization of the atomic gallium should not be important and to

consider other volatile precursors, such as gallium trichloride. Gallj um

trichloride photochemistry should be simpler since complicated channels s~.’li as

those possible with CH3 will not be present. Similarly, any secondary ct,emjcal

processes should be less important than appears to be the case f’or trlmethyl

galljum, since Cl a~oms should behave omits d~fferently from inethyl radicals.

The temporal behavior of the gallium atoms pruduced by photolysis of trlmethyl

gallium at 248 nm lJ qult~ different than that at 193 nm. This may bc an crl-

cou~aging result
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

FIB. 4.

Fig. 5*

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

Optical schen,atlc for kinetic experiments using the laser photolysls
LIF probe technique.

SchemaLic of the flow system and gas handling system.

2S) emission on 193 nm laser fluence inDependence of the Ca(5
trimethyl gallium photolysis.

2P~,2) density I“ollctiingTime behavior of Lhe ground state gallium (4
193 m photolysis of trimethyl gallium. The sharp rise corresponds to
the excimer laser firing.

Time behavior of the metastable gallium (4 2p0i2) density foliowin6
193 nm photolysis of trimethyl gallium. iThe harp rise corresponds to
the firing of the excimer laser.

Prompt emission spectrum resulting frcm 193 nm p;lotolysls of Lrimethyi
gallium. The transitions f’rom electronically excited gallium atmis
and CH radical.; are identified.

Energy le’,’el diagram fOr atomic gallium showing t.l,!.’ ubserved
transitions.



OPTICAL SCHEMATIC FOR KINETICS EXPERIMENTS

USING THE LASER PI+OTOLYSIS/LIF PROBE TECHNIQUE
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FLOW SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
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DEPENDENCEOF Ga (52 S) EM IS!YON ON
193nm LASER FLUENCE IN Ga (CH3)3 PHOTOLYSIS
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TIME BEHAVIOR OF GROUND STATE GALLIUM (42pl/2)

DENSITY AFTER 193 m PHOTOLYSIS OF GQ(CH3)3
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TIME BEHAVIOR OF METASTABLE GALLIUM (a2~fi)

DENSITY AFTER 193 nm PHOTOLYSIS OF GdCH3131
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EMISSION SPECTRUM RESULTING
FROM 193 nm PHOTOLYSIS OF GdCH3 )3
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